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Unit Description 
 
 Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness area is located in the 
southern portion of the Coconino National Forest in Yavapai County. The total acres 
contained within Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness is 15,594 acres. 
This proposal is a combination of two roadless areas: Boulder Canyon and Cimarron 
Hills. Boulder Canyon and Dorens Defeat Canyon are the main topographic features 
within the southern portion of the roadless area while Sycamore Canyon and the 
Sycamore Buttes identify the northern portion. The terrain is a mix of rolling juniper 
grasslands, riparian canyon bottoms and steep escarpments composed of volcanic rock. 
Elevation within Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness ranges from 3,600 
to 5,600 feet, allowing the potential users to experience a variety of micro-habitats, 
vegetation variations and wildlife.  
 
The Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness unit lies in the Central 
Mountains Province, beneath the Colorado Plateau and above the Basin and Range Area. 
Within the Central Mountains Province one can find characteristic rugged mountains 
composed of igneous, metamorphic, sedimentary, and volcanic rocks of Proterozoic age 
with the occasional erosional remains of the Paleozoic period (Nations, 1981). The 
proposed wilderness area would also protect pre-historic sites, petroglyphs and numerous 
springs and riparian areas, which are scarce in the southwest and critical for wildlife. 
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Wilderness Characteristics 
 
Size 
 The proposed Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills wilderness is 15,594 acres. The 
proposal is a combination of Boulder Canyon Inventoried Roadless Area (4,550 acres) 
and Cimarron Hills Inventoried Roadless Area (5,299 acres). Both of original IRA 
boundaries have been adjusted which led to the current single proposed wilderness area 
unit. 
 
Naturalness 
 To qualify as Wilderness, an area must be substantially natural where the imprint 
of man cannot dominate (Wilderness Act, 1964).  The inventory of Boulder Canyon-
Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness demonstrates that the area appears to have been 
primarily affected by the forces of nature with the imprint of man substantially 
unnoticeable.  A visitor within the area can experience the inherent naturalness of the 
unit’s deep, craggy canyons and biologically diverse riparian areas where the primary 
force is the weathering of time.  Within the majority of the unit, the visitor is immersed in 
natural landscape and serene silence.  The natural quality of Boulder Canyon-Cimarron 
Hills would not only make it an ideal addition to the already existing wilderness areas on 
the Coconino National Forest but also to the National Wilderness Preservation System. 
 
Opportunity for Solitude 
 The proposed Boulder Canyon wilderness provides ample opportunities for 
solitude. The combination of mountainous topography and deep canyons acts not only as 
a barrier from external non-natural influences but also as dividers within the area itself. A 
person seeking solitude can easily find it within the yawning Boulder and Dorens Defeat 
Canyons or among the gentle buttes and basins in the northern areas. 
 
Primitive and Unconfined Recreation 
  Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness is the ideal setting for 
multiple forms of primitive and unconfined recreation. A few examples of recreation 
types that the proposed wilderness would lend itself to are hiking, backpacking, 
horseback riding, rock climbing, bird watching, wildlife viewing, hunting, orienteering, 
rock hounding, star gazing and many others. The majority of trails found within Boulder 
Canyon-Cimarron Hills are made and used by wildlife more often than by man making it 
an excellent place to utilize backcountry navigation and survival skills for a true primitive 
type of recreation. 
 
Supplemental Values  
 
 Supplemental values are referenced in section 2(c)(4) of the Wilderness Act and 
refer to values such as ecological, geological, or other features of scientific, educational, 
scenic, or historical value.  
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Geological 
 Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness lies within the Transition 
Zone, which is an area between the Basin and Range geology to the south and the 
Colorado Plateau bordering the north (Nations, 1981).  One can study the geologic 
influence of both areas within the Transition Zone such as faulting and erosion that has 
carved canyons, valleys, and mountains. One can also find evidence of Tapeats 
Sandstone, Martin Limestone, and Redwall Limestone all from the Paleozoic era and also 
found in the Grand Canyon. Portions of Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills are capped with 
the volcanic Hickey Formation having been formed as recently as 18 million years ago 
(Zion National Historic Association, 1975).  
 The geologic time span of the rocks found in Boulder Canyon provides a 
classroom in the wild for geologists and others interested in Earth’s history.  
 
Ecological 

Ecosystem fragmentation caused by urbanization is considered the number one 
threat to the biodiversity of the region and is not expected to diminish during our 
lifetimes (Kaufman & Franz, 1996).  The designation of Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills 
as wilderness would help reduce ecosystem fragmentation by protecting it from 
becoming roaded and further developed. Designating Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills as 
wilderness will also create a larger wild land complex including Mazatzal, Cedar Bench, 
Fossil Creek, Pine Mountain and West Clear Creek Wilderness areas. In addition to other 
roadless areas that AWC is proposing for wilderness consideration, such as Hackberry, 
Arnold Mesa and New River, Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills would create a core area 
for the larger Middle Verde River Wilderness Complex. This large wild land complex 
will help sustain suitable habitat for large predators as well as facilitate healthy, 
functioning ecosystems (Foreman, 2005). 

Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills provides habitat for many mammals, insects, 
reptiles, and amphibians.  The deep canyons with their riparian areas provides an 
abundance of habitat and vegetation types for a variety of wildlife helping to maintain an 
intact food web.  Vegetative communities located within the unit form a dense cover on 
erosion-prone hillsides, which helps to protect watersheds.  The vegetation within 
Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills can easily withstand drought, and is highly adapted to 
fire (Lowe, 1964). Due to water sources in proximity of Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills 
such as Fossil Creek and the Verde River it can serve as safe, unroaded, uninhabited 
areas for wildlife.   

Juniper grassland, which is found throughout much of Boulder Canyon_Cimarron 
Hills, provides key habitat for pinyon jays (Gymnorhinus cyanocephalus) and many other 
species of birds.  Also, the vast, mountainous terrain provides ideal habitat for large 
mammals such as coyotes (Canis latrans), black bear (Ursus Americanus), bobcat (Lynx 
rufus), and mountain lion (Puma Concolor).  The riparian creeks and canyons within the 
Boulder Canyon unit are ecologically significant.  Riparian areas, which exist on less 
than 2% of the land in Arizona, are critical habitat in the desert Southwest that helps to 
sustain healthy populations of fish and wildlife (Baker et all, 2004). Designating Boulder 
Canyon as wilderness would help to protect these sensitive areas. 
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Scenic 
 Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness abounds in scenic 
opportunities. From the higher elevations one can find views looking north into the Verde 
Valley and beyond to the San Francisco peaks or to the west looking over Hackberry 
Mountain and the Towel Peaks within Hackberry roadless area, which AWC has also 
proposed for wilderness consideration within the Middle Verde River Wilderness 
Complex. The smaller hills and valleys of the unit provide an intimate feel while 
imparting wildlife viewing opportunities.  
 
Historical 

 Like much of the surrounding area, Boulder Canyon-
Cimarron Hills has evidence of pre-historic cultures. 
Remains from Native Americans such as pottery shards, 
dwellings, and petroglyphs can be found in the cliffs and 
ravines throughout the proposed wilderness. Examples are 
found in the areas of Sheep Corral Tank and Willow Spring.    
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo: Petroglyphs within Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills 
 

 
 
 
 
Manageability  
 
 The size, topography, and location of Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed 
wilderness make it possible for the Forest Service to manage it as an enduring resource of 
wilderness. 
 Encompassing 15,954 acres Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills is large enough that 
it “..has natural integrity or appears to be natural and free from disturbance so that the 
normal interplay between biotic species inhabiting the area continues” (USDA, 2005). 
The size of the unit also prohibits external influences from penetrating the inner portions. 
 Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills boundaries conform to existing terrain features 
such as steep cliffs and canyon walls of Boulder and Dorens Defeat Canyons as well as 
the undulating landscape of the Cimarron Hills. These distinct land features not only 
make managing the area feasible but also provide easily recognizable boundaries when 
on the ground. 
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 While the inner portions of Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness 
remain untrammeled by man, the surrounding Forest Service roads provide adequate 
access for visitors. Forest Service road 708, also know as the Fossil Creek road, travels 
the proposed wilderness’ western boundary while Forest Service roads 9D provides 
access to the eastern boundary.  
 
Resource Opportunity Cost 
 
 Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness has essentially negligible 
potential resource uses that would be incompatible with wilderness designation, but the 
benefits of wilderness designation compensate for loss of use. The following is a brief 
analysis of the benefits and detriments to resource opportunities if Boulder Canyon-
Cimarron Hills is designated as wilderness. The data used for this analysis came from the 
Arizona Supplement to the Draft Environmental Statement for the Roadless Area Review 
and Evaluation II (RARE II) (USDA, 1978).  
 
Growing Stock-Maximum Millions of Board Feet (MMBF) 
 Both Boulder Canyon and Cimarron Hills roadless areas were reviewed by the 
Forest Service and were determined to have 0.0 MMBF (All growing stock, hard and soft 
wood). Clearly, if Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills was designated wilderness and 
commercial, mechanized wood harvesting was limited or prohibited all together there 
would be no economic loss. 
 
Animal Use Month-Maximum Animal Use Months (MAUM) 
 The Forest Service determined that Boulder Canyon has 0.6 Maximum Animal 
Use Months (MAUM) while Cimarron Hills was given a value of 0.7 MAUM. Though 
wilderness designation would not prevent livestock grazing it would limit ranchers to 
non-motorized management. The 0.65 MAUM that would represent the average of 
Boulder Canyon and Cimarron Hills combined is less than the 1.3 MAUM that West 
Clear Creek IRA was gauged to have and West Clear Creek has since received wilderness 
designation. 
 
Dispersed Non-Motorized and Motorized Use-Maximum Recommended Visitor Days 
(MRVD) 
 The Forest Service’s review concluded that Boulder Canyon roadless area is 
better suited to non-motorized recreation versus motorized recreation. While Boulder 
Canyon was determined to have 0.2 Maximum Recommended Visitor Days (MRVD) for 
non-motorized recreation it was also determined to have 0.0 MRVD for motorized 
recreation. Cimarron Hills roadless area was determined to have 0.0 MRVD for both non-
motorized and motorized. By designating Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills wilderness 
there would be no effect on motorized recreation save for a few potential unauthorized 
motorized routes. Furthermore, the lure of prohibition on motorized recreation might 
increase the number of non-motorized recreationists enjoying Boulder Canyon proposed 
wilderness. 
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Energy and Mineral Production 
 Figure 1 displays what producing, proven and possible mineral and energy 
potential Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness has. 
 
 

Minerals and Energy Boulder 
Canyon 

Cimarron 
Hills 

Critical Minerals No No 
Non-Critical Minerals No No 

Oil/Gas No No 
Geothermal No No 

Uranium  No No 
Coal No No 

        Figure 1- Producing, Proven and Possible Mineral and Energy  
                                              Resources in Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills 
 
Clearly, the Forest Service has established that Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills possesses 
no current or possible significant mineral and energy resources. Therefore, wilderness 
designation would not affect mineral and energy development in Boulder Canyon-
Cimarron Hills. 
 
Conclusion 
  
 Designating Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills as wilderness would protect and 
preserve a vital and increasingly scarce large plot of undeveloped public land. The 
addition of Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills to the National Wilderness Preservation 
System would facilitate a healthy, sustainable wild land complex benefiting ecosystems, 
wildlife and the citizens of Arizona and the United States. The size and topography of 
Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills would make its manageability feasible as well as 
accessible to visitors. Wilderness designation of Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills would 
promote sources of clean air and clean water and provide remarkable recreational 
opportunities for residents of the Verde Valley as well as nearby forest towns such as 
Pine and Strawberry. Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed wilderness meets all the 
Wilderness requirements listed in section 4 (c) of the Wilderness Act, including optional 
Supplemental Values such as the geological, ecological and historical significance. The 
documentation provided here is a valid claim for recommending Boulder Canyon-
Cimarron Hills as wilderness.  Encroaching development and off road vehicle use 
threaten the Wilderness Characteristics of Boulder Canyon-Cimarron Hills proposed 
wilderness.  The AWC believes that the best management decision for this unit is the 
protection afforded by wilderness designation. 
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Route Analysis 
 
Route #: 1 (FSR 708) 
Photos: FC-1 thru 8 
Length: approximately14 miles 
Construction Type: Cut and Fill, 
Bladed. 
AWC Inventory Observed Status: 
Open (Level 3) 
Campsites: Multiple (>4) 
Vehicle Type: Passenger vehicle 
Erosion: Minimal 
Vegetation Present:  Bare soil > 50% of 
surface 
Observed Uses:  Recreation (non-
motorized & motorized, hunting, river 
access, equestrian), forest travel (town to 
town), ranching access.  
Proposed Action: Keep open 
Notes:  A highly used forest road, 708, 
serves many purposes and therefore 
should remain open and maintained.  
 

 
FC-1 Beginning of Route FC-A (FSR 
708) at the junction with highway AZ-
260. 
Photo Direction: E 
 

 
FC-2 Point at which route FC-A (FSR 
708) begins to parallel Hackberry IRA 
on its northeast boundary. Photo is taken 
just north of Sycamore Canyon which 
creates the roadless areas northern 
boundary. 
Photo Direction: E 
 

 
FC-3 Average condition of route FC-A. 
Needle Rock, seen as the smaller peak 
right of center, is a prominent and 
unique geologic feature with the 
Hackberry proposed wilderness.  
Photo Direction: S 
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FC-4 Junction of FC-A (straight in 
photo) and route leading to Phroney 
Spring (right in photo). Multiple 
campsites are located on this short route. 
Photo Direction: S 
 

 
FC-5 Junction of FC-A (straight in 
photo) and road leading to private 
property (right in photo) near Hackberry 
Springs. Private property road has a gate 
that is usually closed and locked. 
Hackberry Mountain (5,831 ft), the 
tallest peak within the proposed 
Hackberry Wilderness, can be seen in 
the upper right of the photo. 
Photo Direction: S 
 

 
FC-6 Average conditions of route FC-A 
at Cimarron Saddle. South from this 
location route FC-A (FSR 708) travels 
between Hackberry IRA on the west and 
Boulder Canyon IRA on the east. 
Photo Direction: SE 
 

 
FC-7 Junction of FC-A (straight in 
photo) and unsigned road leading to 
Sally May Wash (left in photo). 
Photo Direction: N 
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FC-8 End of route FC-A at junction with 
FSR 502 (right in photo). FSR 708 
continues straight in photo.  
Photo Direction: N 
 
 
Route #: 2 (No FSR #) 
Photos: CC-1 thru 3 
Length: approximately 0.4 miles 
Construction Type: No evidence of 
construction. 
AWC Inventory Observed Status: 
Open (Level 3) 
Campsites: 0 
Vehicle Type: High Clearance 4WD 
Erosion: Up to 8 inches 
Vegetation Present:  Bare soil > 50% of 
surface 
Observed Uses: Ranching access.  
Proposed Action: Authorized accress 
only (Forest Service and allotment 
lessee) 
Notes: Route CC-A provides access to 
Sheep Corral Tank located on the eastern 
boundary of the IRA and just west of 
Eds Point. 
 

CC-1 Beginning of route CC-A (on left 
in photo) at the junction with FSR 9D 
(right in photo) 
 

 
CC-2 Average condition of route CC-A. 
Erosion on route up to 8 inches. 
 

 
CC-3 End of route CC-A at Sheep 
Corral Tank. Fencing and ATV are 
present.  
 
Route #: 3 (Non-System) 
Photos: CS-1 thru 4 
Length: approximately 0.3 miles 
Construction Type: No evidence of 
construction 
AWC Inventory Observed Status: 
Open (Level 2) 
Campsites: 0 
Vehicle Type: High Clearance 2WD  
Erosion: Minimal 
Vegetation Present:  Bare soil > 50% of 
surface 
Observed Uses:  Ranching access.  
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Proposed Action: Authorized access 
(Forest Service and allotment lessee) 
Notes:  Route CS-A leads to an earthen 
dam and ranching developments. AWC 
inventory observed that the metal water 
tank is on its side and has holes and 
much of the fencing in cut or down. 
 

 
CS-1 Junction of route CS-A (center of 
photo) and FSR 708 (left to right in 
photo) at livestock stretch gate. 
Photo Direction: W 
 

 
CS-2 Average conditions of route CS-A 
Photo Direction: W 
 

 
CS-3 Metal water storage tank on its 
side and riddled with holes. 
Photo Direction: NW 
 

 
CS-4 End of route CS-A at earthen dam. 
Photo Direction: SE 
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